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Click to see full answer. Just so, what year did Ford fix the spark plug problem? The original
equipment Motorcraft brand spark plugs that were factory installed in many late model to Ford
trucks with 5. Likewise, Ford 5. While reliability hinges on regular maintenance, these engines
are very reliable overall. The main problems you will find with them are spark plug issues which
can be avoided and exhaust studs breaking nothing you really can do to prevent it. Re: Ford v10
spark plug problems. What years did the 5. Cars with the 5. Ford F , , , , Ford Expedition: , , ,
Does Ford still make the v10 engine? If you haven't been introduced, please meet the Ford 6.
Part of Ford's Modular family of engines, the V10 saw use in a variety of applications, and is still
in limited use today. Ford also needed a new engine to replace its dated 7. How much does it
cost to fix a blown out spark plug? Is the 5. The 5. The 3 valve has VCT issues sometimes that
can kill the engine. But any engine has to be maintained properly. Good maintenance and a light
right foot will get maximum service. Does Ford still make the Triton v10? With the elimination of
the series cubic-inch big block, Ford offered the V10 as a diesel alternative. It looks as though
Ford is going to be bringing back the 6. Much to people's surprise, the V10 actually never
stopped production. Is Ford 4. The 4. Rated at horsepower that first year, the new 4. What year
did Ford stop using 2 piece spark plugs? Ford 4. Fortunately, Ford finally redesigned the spark
plug in Vehicle models from on do not use the original design. What does XLT stand for on
Ford? It does not mean extra large truck. XLT XL is the basic model with the bare bones
features. XLT, is the heavy duty model. Heavy duty suspension, electric windows ,etc Eddie
Bauer has heavy duty package as far as the drive train and suspension, and a special trim
package, designed by Eddie Bauer and Ford. Why is 5. Foyt's race team. What year did the 3
valve 5. How many miles will an Ecoboost engine last? With routine maintenance and care for
your F's engine, there's no question it can last well over , miles. How many miles will a Ford f
last? If you can find a newer F with less than 60, miles, you are set for a long time. If you are
looking for an older generation, say one between and , low miles will be harder to come by. Are
Ford fs reliable? While repairs tend to be more severe than average, these issues occur less
often, so major repairs are infrequent for the F Why do Ford spark plugs break? Because the
original spark plugs can weld themselves to the cylinder head and break into pieces when
someone tries to unscrew them, leaving the bottom of the plug stuck inside the cylinder head.
Have any Question? Let us answer it! What is cotton piping? What are the names of Santa's 12
reindeers? Co-authors The type of engine you have in your truck or RV makes all the difference.
You can get better fuel mileage, better performance and cut your repair costs down. All of that
is a good thing. The Ford V10 may be the engine you are looking for. This engine has a very
good reliability reputation. But for you to experience that reliability, you should take care of
your new Ford V10 and do proper routine maintenance. Good maintenance habits make sure
you can get about , miles out of the Ford V10 motor. To learn all about the Ford V10 motor and
its reliability just keep reading our article. We provide you with the information you need to
know. But be forewarned, nothing is perfect, so we will talk about potential Ford V10 problems
as well. The word is that with proper maintenance and care, you should be able to get about ,
miles on a Ford V10 with ease. Of course, your experience may produce slightly less than stellar
results. The mileage you get will depend on your personal driving skills and habits. Some
people are harder on their vehicles through their driving skills. Also, your results will vary due
to the type of terrain you are constantly crossing. If you are doing a lot of mountain travel, then
wear and tear will impact your mileage. Finally, how good your normal maintenance will
influence the miles you get. Proper oil changes, tune-ups and so on will help extend the mileage
life of your Ford V Now it is possible that you do everything right and still not reach that ,mile
marker. Not every engine will last that long due to certain weaknesses that come with the
engine. One Ford V10 owner had trouble with their manifold and manifold bolts. These little
imperfections should be expected and will help keep you from reaching high miles on your
engine. The answer to that question is very simple. The Ford V10 is very reliable. There have
been many reports from satisfied V10 owners who have gotten over 6 figures on their mileage
and the engine is still running like a clock. Minimal maintenance and it runs as smooth as it did
when it was new. That seems to be the opinion of many satisfied V10 engine owners. The one
thing you may need to watch out for is your spark plugs. The Ford V10 Triton comes with an
iron block while the spark plugs have both steel and aluminum threads. Aluminum expands
more than steel does, you may see a spark plug pop out once in a while. There will always be
these little things that will crop up and hurt performance. But these issues do not hurt the
over-all reliability of the Ford V Some people are talking about how they may reach , miles with
very few problems. Like any product made today, there are a lot of advantages that come with
the Ford V10 engine. Here is a list of those advantages you get when switching to a vehicle that
has a Ford V10 under the hood. All of those components work together to provide you with a
first-class engine that should last you a very long time. One last benefit you get with the V10 is

that you have balanced forces to make sure the engine runs at peak performance all the time.
As we said earlier, nothing is perfect in this world. It is very difficult for imperfect people to
produce perfection. That is why as great as the V10 is, you may experience certain problems
throughout the years you own your vehicle. Your experience may show a few more problems
that come with the V But these problems do not seem to hurt how well the V10 performs over
the long haul. As we said, even with these issues, V10 owners are regularly getting low 6 figures
in mileage and their engine is still going strong. This does happen from time to time and if you
look in the previous section you will see that part of the problem may come from the coil on the
component that receives too much moisture. It also may come from the sparkplugs that are
becoming loose due to the different expansion rates between steel and aluminum. The best
solution for this problem would be to replace your plugs, boots, and coils. You should do al of
them at the same time to make sure you can track their life span easier. This will also make
future repairs easier as you know how long each component has been in your vehicle. A misfire
is usually a problem with the ignition which would cover the spark plugs, coils and boots. But it
could also mean that there is a problem with the fuel injectors. If you are not a good mechanic,
it is best to take your vehicle to an honest mechanic you can trust to get the problem solved.
That can happen when your Ford V10 stalls out, even if they have low miles on it. The good
news is that the sources may not be that hard to find. One place to look would be the switch
that is built into the gas pedal. If this pedal malfunctions then the fuel delivery will be cut and
your engine will stall. Other sources may be starting off too fast or dropping into gear before the
engine has stopped revving. If those sources are not the problem, it could be the fuel line is
clogged or for some reason the fuel is not reaching the carb when you are going uphill. Or it
could be the IAC component that controls the air when the throttle is closed. It is hard to say
which is your source because there are no definitive answers. Each situation may have a
different source. If your vehicle does not start when you try jumping it, then you may have a
starter problem. Or it could be the starter relay that has malfunctioned, and you would need to
replace that part aw well. On the other hand, it may be something as simple as your
connections. Check the connections from the battery to your starter to your solenoid to see if
they have come loose at all. Finally, turn your headlights on before starting your vehicle. If they
do not come on or dim when you try to start your engine, then it is not the starter that is the
problem. You have a bad battery and it needs to be charged up or replaced. This can be a rare
problem, but it can happen if the head gasket has been overheated, turbocharged or stressed in
some other way. The good thing about the V10 is that you only have to replace one head gasket
and not work on the other one is that one has no issues. Also, the problem might not be with
the head gasket. It could come from a sensor or the valve cover. Just make sure you are told the
correct problem before okaying any repairs. Your biggest worry is going to be the mechanic or
repair shop that is thinking about doing the repairs. It is best to find another repair shop when
you are told those stories. There is the rumor that the Ford V10 has a problem with the
sparkplugs popping out of their place and stripping the threads. We say rumor even after
stating this is one of the problems that this engine has because most of these stories are only
written about and most V10 owners have not had that experience nor do they know anyone who
has. But that does not mean it does not happen. When it does, you will need to re-thread the
spark plug case and replace the old spark plug. Now if you have other spark plug issues, it may
be that they have grown old, gone past their validity date or experience other common spark
plug issues. Then you either clean the spark plug heads or replace them. When you replace the
spark plugs on your V10 make sure to use the right torque and the anti-seize to make sure they
function at peak levels. You can also prevent spark plug popping by putting a steel insert in the
threads. The most common way to extend the life expectancy on your Ford V10 is to do proper
and regular maintenance on it. Change the oil when needed, change the transmission fluid
when told to and do other minor maintenance to make sure your engine is always running at
ultimate levels. Part of that routine maintenance will include changing your air filter on a regular
basis as well as keeping fresh coolant in the radiator. Plus, you need to watch your driving
habits. Over racing your engine will contribute to a shorter lifespan than driving defensively and
keeping your motor at optimum rpm levels. That is supposed to be 24 microns better than a
regular full flow oil filter. This extra filtering ensures less garbage is going through your engine
and keeps it well protected. The Ford V10 is known for its reliability and its high mileage. It is
not uncommon to read that owners are getting , to ,, with some reaching ,00, miles without too
many difficulties. With proper routine maintenance and careful driving, you should reach those
levels yourself. Then the Ford V10 comes with a lot of advantages which help make driving a lot
more enjoyable. You can get up to 90, miles on your spark plugs as well as other benefits that
make the engine very reliable and strong. Just keep in mind that the V10 is not a perfect engine.
It does have its share of problems but with the right repair work, it will still last you a very long

time. If there is one thing about the V10 is that it may not be perfect but it is as close to
perfection as you can get. Share Pin. Related Posts. Pound for pound, inch for inch, capability
for capability, the Ford F Super Duty Crew Cab V is the best vehicular value on earth. It can haul
enough gear, 2. The truck's torquey V has the grunt to yank a 10,pound trailerful of horses
through Montana, yet it tops out at only 96 mph, where its electronic speed limiter spoils the
fun. Unloaded, it sprints mph right at 10 seconds. Its lighter F Super Duty V sibling hustles to 60
mph in 8. The 6. At just rpm, it twists an impressive poun
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car registration holder walmart
d-feet of torque, and by a leisurely rpm, peaks out at an awesome pound-feet. The Triton
doesn't run out of breath near its redline, but its torque-oriented tuning means it reaches but a
"mere" horsepower. To get the smoothness of the Videal power stroke every 72 degrees of
crankshaft rotation, this engine employs stepped connecting-rod journals, while a
counter-rotating balance shaft quells vibration inherent with a degree V Though its torque peak
falls short of the Dodge Ram 's pushrod 8. Negotiating city traffic in a dual-rear-wheel, Crew
Cab, long-bed Super Duty is like flying a B It's more than huge, and a bit unwieldy, but it
commands respect or, at least, a wide berth, from fellow commuters. If you feel claustrophobic
in rush-hour traffic, just wag those gnarly rear fenders around a bit and you're all by yourself. If
that doesn't work, flash 'em the huge sea-of-chrome grille. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join
MotorTrend. Motor Trend Staff Words. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

